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Antiproton-Nucleon Crose Sections from 0.5 to 1.0 Bev 
/--e uns. * 

Tommy Elioff, .L.oW-8 Agnew, Owen Chamberlain, Herbert M. Steiner 
Clyde Wiegand. and Tom Ypailantle 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Univeraity of Califorllia 

Berkeley, Call fonda 

December 12. 1961 

ABSTRACT 

Antiproton-production and nucleon-interaction erose sections were in

vestigated for antiproton• in the energy ranae 0.5 to 1.0 Bev. The antiproton• 

were distinguished from other particle• produced. at the Bevatron by a eyatem 

of acintUlation- and velocity- a electing Cerenkov counters. The excitation 

function and momentum diatribution were recorded for antiproton production in 

carbon and compared with statistical moclel expectations. 

'I'he auUprotona were G.irected by a system of beDding and focuain1 

magnets to a liquid hydrogen target. .An array of plastic aciDtiUation cow:atera, 

which almost completely aurro'W'14ed the hycirogeu target, waa uaed to cletermi.Ae 

the p-p total, elastic, inelastic, ancl c:harae-exchange erose sections. Near 

500 Mev the total p-p cross section is about l.ZO mb, and it slowly d.eereaeea 

to 100mb near 1 Bev. The inela•tic: erose section, which is principally due to 

the annihilation praceea, represents nearly Z/3 of the total croea sectiou. The 

elaatic scatterina distribution is highly peaked in the forward. directicm and can be 

fitted by an optical model. 

'I' be total and partial eros • section& were alao cleterminecl for the collisions 

o£ antiprotons with deuteron•. 'fhe p•ci total and inelaati.c c:ro•• section• were 

found to be approximately 1.8 times the p-p cross sections. Correction• were 
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made lor the ehieldina of nucleon• within the deuteron in order to ascertain the 

r, p-n interaction. The results indicate that the p-p and p-n erose eectione are 

;• very nearly equal in thia energy region, and that they eatiafy the inequalities 

required by charge independence. 

,., 
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Antiproton-Nucleon Cross Sections from 0.5 to 1.0 .Bev. 
1-e.-IJ.>t'i:. 

Tommy Eliof£ • .bo\d-S Agnew, Owen Chamberlain, Herbert M. Steiner 
Clyde Wiegand, and Tom YpaUantia 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of Callfornie. 

Berkeley, California 

December lZ, 1961 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This report presents our final reeulta in the iDvestigation of antiproton

nucleon cross aectlona in the enersy range 534 through 1068 Mev. By crosa 

aectlona, we mean the total (at)• elastic (a 
8

), inelastic (o-1). and charge-exchange 

(0' ) croaa aectiona. Inelastic erose section here is synonymous with annihilation c . 

erose section for antiproton ldaetic energies below the threshold (Z88 Mev) for 

pion production. Above Z88 Mev, the inelastic erose section iDclucilea both 

annihilation and pion production (without annSbllatlon). A preliminary report 

of the p•p results baa been given. 1 A portion of our results. toaether with a 

survey of other recent antinucleon experin1ents, is contained iA reports by 

0. Chanberlain2 
and W. A. Wenzel. 

3 

The particular energy range for antiprotona here waa selected to extencl 

4 5 6 7 the lower energy measurements of others ' ' • aa well as to explain an apparent 

contradiction in prevloua reeulta near 500 Mev. From the results of earlier 

experiment a. 8• 9 one would conclucle that there was little diffraction aca~t~ring, 

whereas the inelastic croes section was very nearly the total cross secti~. lD 

sharp contrast, the subsequently determined low-energy results (0 to ZOO Mev) 

diaplayed a forward diffraction peak, and one found q e ~t~ u1. The low-energy 

reaulte were in good aareement with calculation• _,Ball and Chew baaed. on 
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conventional Yukawa plon-exchanae mechanhm. 10 While theee calc:ulationa 

are not appUcable above ZSO Mev, a plauaible mo4el ol the p-p interaction advanced 

by Koba and Takeda 11 indicated a aimllar behavior at the energies under inveeti

aation here. 

In addition to the baaic: c:rosa-aection measurement& we have determined 

the angular dietrlbution of p-p elastic scattering at forward angles. Theee 

reaults are compared with-an optical model. For the p-p inelastic process 

the amount of pion production lnclucle4 with the anrdbilation in the total inelastic 

croaa section hae been eatimated. 

A further pu.rpose of tbia experiment waa to measure p-d (antiproton

deuteroD) croaa aectiODa and thue obtain the p-n croaa eectione by a aubtraction 

proce4ure between p-d and p-p data. Compariaon of the p-p and p-n reeulta 

reveals the amount of interactiom in.,the two poaaible iaotopic spin states of 

the nucleon-antinucleon ayetem.. Theee reaulta are given in Sec. VI. 

While it bad been hoped that eome information on antiproton production 

eros• aectiona in hydrogen could be obtained., it waa not poasible to aaaure that 

the CHz taraet and the carbon target uaed within the Bevatron were irracliated 

identically by the Bevatron beam. Som-e eomm.enta are includecl in Sec. IV on 

the attempt to meaaure production in hydroaen. Reaulta !or production in carbon, 

such aa the excitation function and momentum cUetribution of antiproton•, are 

presented. 
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n. APPARATUS 

A. .Antiproton Beams 

The antiproton component of the beam was electroDically aelected from a 

momentum-analyzed beam of neaatively charaed particles-predominantly pions. 

The mapetic channel that formed the momentum-analyzed beam wae similar to 

lZ 13 those of previous experiments. • Our system clilfered in that it was physically 

lonaer, and the momentum sprea4 of particles traversina the channel was slightly 

larger. Specifically, the five energies utilized were 534, 700, 816, 948,. and 

1068 Mev. 

A schematic diasram of the experimental area is shown in na. 1, and 

ita principal components al'e identified in Table 1. The Bevatron internal proton 

beam strikes either a carbon or polyethylene tal'aet T. The beam duration is 

approximately 100 msec. To obtain p beams of the five desired enerpes tb:roup 

our fixed system of magneta, we utilised sevel'al target positions (T) in the 

Bevatron magnetic field region. This allowed observation of antiprotons at small 

laboratory anales, which was desirable for obtai~na maximum intensity. Three 

positions were found (at each position a carbon and a polyethylene taraet were used 

alternately) for which the magnetic chalmel would traaamit antiprotons in the 

d.eaired momentum ranae with laboJ'1!,tory angle a of emia a ion between 0 and 4 de g. 

We will not elaborate on the mapetic channel, as details of our particular 

system here have been presented in reports by Chamberlain14 and. Ticho. 15 The 

1eneral characteriatic:e of the beam produced by this system may be described 

by momentum spread Ap/p of s 3%. lf'or this interval, approximately 10 5 

pions and 5 antiprotons were transmitted throup the channel for each Bevatron 

10 pulse, durin& which nominally 7X10 protons were incident on the Bevatron 

taraet T. More precise production rates are given in Sec. IV. 
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r, In order to view the beam aize and position initially. and thereafter to 

·.~. be certain that all mapet currents were correctly set when alternating between 

various .Bevatron targets and different antiproton momenta, we uaed a device 

called the Beam Proflle Jnc.Ueator to observe the beam.-intenaity dbtribution 

viaually at any point in the magnetic c:haamel. Basically. the Indicator is a row 

z of ll plastic scintillator elements. Each scintillator baa a 1-cm area per-

pendicular to the beam direetion and 18 viewed by aa RCA 1P21 photomultiplier 

tube. When particle a traverse the scintillator a, the proportionate accumulated 

charge from each pbotomultipller CUI'rent is eequentially cUaplayed on an 

oacilloacope whel'e the beam intensity pattern. appears as a histogram (thia device 

16 ia deael'ibed in detail ebewhere ). A typic:fll beam pattern ia ahown in Fig. 2. 

The device could be inserted at desired position• a1oag. the beam and could alao 

be rotated about the beam direction to obtain the profile in any plane through the 

beam direction . 
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B. Beam Counters 

'Ihe counter system used to select antiprotons from the momentum· 

analyzed beam of negatively charged particles conaiated of three scintillation 

counters, s1, s2• S3 and two Cerenkov counters, VSC-U and 'e. The positions of 

these counter• along the beam are shown in Fig. 1, and their dimensions are given 

in Table I. The three scintillator• were viewed by RCA 7264 photomultiplier 

tubes. Time-of-fiight measurement between these counters rejected 99o/o of the 

pions. Elfective discrimination against the remaining pions was obtained with the 

Cerenkov counters shown schematically in Fig. 3. 

VSC-II was a narrow-band velocity selector tuned to antiproton velocity, 

and similar to the velocity-selecting Cerenkov counter described by Wiegand and 

Chamberlain. 17 The function of "e waa to detect particle• having velodties greater 

than that o£ the antiproton (i.e., electrons, pions, muons). Thu1 -e was used 

in anticoincidence. AI clescribecl in the following paragraphs, it was poaaible 

to uae the same Cerenkov racU.ator for both VSC·ll and 'C. 

When a c:hargecl particle of velocity ~ tl'avereea the radiator, which baa 

an index of refraction n, Cerenkov Ught is emitted at an angle 6 with respect to 

the particle direction, where 9 is given by the expreaaion 

1 
C08 8 a DJ". (1) 

Aa seen in Fia. 3, the l'efra.cted lipt then leaves the radiator at ansle 8', and 

is then guided by the cyUndrical mirror ancl the three plane mirrors (arranaed in a. 

triangle) to the photomultiplier tubee. The plane mirrors merely serve to remove 

the tubes from the beam. Light emitted by a pal'ticle of given ~ reaches the 

photomultipllera only when the radiator, cyliwirical mirror, and photomultipliers 
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have the proper separation aoverned by the au.gle 8•. These components allele 

on rails so that the counter can be easily a.cljusted for different velocities. The 

entire instrument is contained in a light-tight box. The liaht from particles slower 

or faster than the desired. velocity misses the cylindrical mirror and is absor~cl 

by th.e baffle or the outer black box. Accidental counts are minimized by the re

quirement that all three photomultipliers give an output in coincidence. 

!*~pre 4 showe the efficiency for two particular velocity settings (indicated 

by arrows) of vsc-u, correapondi.ng to antiprotons having momenta of 1200 Mev/c 

and 1640 Mev/c. The curves were obtained by sending protons of differe~t velodtiea 

clown the ma.snetic channel. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the fourfold 

coincidence s1 s2s3 VSC-Il to the threefold coincidence s1 s2s3• 

The 'YSC·II racliator material wu cyclohexene, cOD.t&ined. in a thin-walled 

lucite cylinder l.ZS in. d.iam by 4. 7 in. long. Cyclohexene (CH•CH(CH2)3CH2) 

was chosen because of its low density (0.81 g/cc), its inability to scintillate, and 

chiefly because it• refractive index waa auitable for the combination of VSC-n 

and C. The optical index of cyclohexene ill 1.46 at wavelength 4Z50 1t. This is 

the average useful wavelength estimated from the reeponse of the RCA 7046 

photomultiplier to the portion of the Cerenkov radiation spectrum transmittefl 

through the ludte container ol the radiator and the lucite light pipe on the photo-

multiplier tube. 

Although VSC-11 and C are independent counters, they utilize the same 

Cerenkov radiator. This is possible !or a raclia.tor with index. of refraction (n) >.;-T. 

For this ca.ae, total Internal reflection occurs for the Cerenkov light from particles 

fa.ater than a certain velocity~·. Specifically for n = 1.46, one finds 13' =- 0.95. 

The antiprotons detected by VSC-II were in the velocity range 0. 7.:!) ~ ~ 0.9, while 

pions of the same momenta have 13 ~- 0. 99. Thua total internal refiection occur• 
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for the Cerenkov radiation emitted by the piona, and this Ught is trapped within 

the radiator. In order to vent this pion Ught and at the same time accept negUgible 

light from the antiprotons, a lucite Upt pipe was optically connected to the fl'ont 

end of the radiator and coupled to another photornultiplier tuhe. The setup is 

displayed in Fia. 3. .Most of the Ught from the pions. perhaps after several 

reflections around the radiator, eventually reaches the 6810A photomultiplier 

tube. This is the -e. counter which, when \lied in anticoincidence with s1• s1 , 

an~ s3 (delayed for pions), rejected all h\lt O.Ol5o/c of the pions. 

C. _.Antiproton IDter~ction .Detection !fetem 

Figure 5 showss a portion of the target assembly in relation to the counter 

ayste1n. The counter system consisted of Z.7 scintillation counters which almost 

completely surrounded the target £l.ask. This flask could be filled with liquid 

hydrogen or deuterium. 

The geometry of the counter system (Figs. Sand 6) was designed to 

distinguish the various antiproton interaction processes. The basic idea is that 

the surrounding scintiUators detect all out-going charged particles reaulting from 

antiproton interactions wiUltn the target (similar to the method used by Coombes 

4 
et al. ). Sixteen counters, .dedpated. S-1, S-Z · • · S-16, encircled the taraet 

like the stavea of a barrel, .while counters "• ~. "Y• 6, A. B, C, and D formed 

concentric rina• in the fonvarcl cllrectioa when viewed frorn. the target. s4 aaa 
s5 were good-geometry c:ountera used. for the total-cross-eection measurements. 

These were conatructecl o£ 0.375-in. -thick plaatic ecintiUators (97% polystyrene, 

3% terpbenyl. and. 0.03o/c tetraphenylbutadiene), viewed by RCA 6810A pboto

multipliera. 
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Finally, the system was designed so that a layer of lead, approximately 

0.37§ in. thick (1.86 radiation lengths) in any radial direction from the target, 

could be inserted between the target and the scintillation counters in order to 

convert 'V rays from the neutral pions resulting from antiproton annihilations. 

A simpU!lecl block diagram of the baetc electronics is shown in Fig. 7. 

The electronic identification of antiprotons was accomplished first by a fast 

coincidence of the scintillation counters sl. s,. and sl in anticoincidence with the 

meson counter <:. Another coincidence circuit received the signals from the 

three VSC-U photomultipliers to produce the final VSC-II signal. Finally a 

third coincidence circuit placed VSC-II in coincidence with s1 s2s3-e, and 

thus signaled the transmission of an antiproton thro\lgh the m:\gnetic channel 

and ite incidence on the hydrogen target. The pion-rejection rate, i.e., thE' 

ratio of pions counted accidentally to the total munber of pions that paes through 

the system, was 3Xlo·8• Since the ratio of pions to antiprotons was ... SXl04 , 

3 there was only one accidental pion in every 10 . electronically identified antiprotona. 

However, even further dieerimination was obtained by the photographic method 

described below. 

Aa schematized in Fig. 7, the signal from an identified antiproton, i. e. , 

the output of the ZXlo·8 coincidence, was put in coincidence with each of the 

counteJ"s surrounding the hydrogen target by means of the Z7 two-channel co

incidence circuit•. Each of the Z7 possible outputs wa1 delayed sequentially with 

alternate polarities for oscilloscope presentation, and each output was gated to 

eliminate mutual interference. The identified p signal was also used to trigger 

a four-beam oscilloscope, which displayed the Z7 two-channel coincidence outpllta 

along with the beam counters u•ecl to produce the trigger. The drawing in Fia. 8(a) 
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t ahowe the position• of all poseible puhea. Traces 1 and Z display the 'beam 

counter• with the exception of VSC-li. Here the final discrimination aaainst 
• 

the remainina pion contamination was made by rejection of ,any event that had. a 

<: pulae, approximately one event in a thousand.. Since Sz and "Chad the eame 

polarity, they were electronically sated. eo that an a~cidental Sz pulae could not 

eimulate -e, and vice verea. Ia addition, the time-of-atght criterion waa macle 

more atrmaeat by the meaaurement of the relative poaitiona of s 1, Sz• 8.llCl s1 

to within Z aaec. The pulsea labeled M in Fig. S(a) are timing markera used . 

to identify the poeitiona of the other pulses: T1 Tz, and T3 are beam-spill-time' 

l.ndicatora ued to identify the Bevatron eneriY at which the antiproton wae formed. 

The oec:iUoscope traces were photoaraphed on 35-mm film. As many as 

aix event• coulcl be recorded clurin& a Bevatl'on pulee without interference be

tween the val'loua trace e. · Fiaure 9{b) is aa actual photograph of the film ill which 

five event• are seen. The top trace of each of the four aroupinge ie the firet event • 
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lead converter (aee ng. 5) approximately half the time. The lead waa important 

to insure accuracy in the iDelaatic erose section, aa well as to indicate what 

fra~ion. of the inelaetlc cro1e section waa due to annihilation. In either case. 

i.e .• with or without lead, rune were made in sequence for the five •Wected 

an.tiproton momenta and, for each momeittum, rune were made with the hyd.roaen 

target altemately fvl1 and empty. This aame procedure wae repeated with 

deuterium aa the target material. 

To obtain the detlrec.t atatlatical accuracy, lt wa1 necea1ary to have 

- .10,000 antiprotons incident on the target for each c:roes -section measurement. 

Information i:m p production, and on the p·p (or p-d.) total croea sections, was 

electronically monitored during the experiment. In order to obtain the p 
partial-interaction croaa aectlosus, the oacilloacope film had to be analyzed . 

.Aaalyale of the film data waa pided by the fact that antiprotons entering 

the hyclro1en tal'&et can interact in three ways; by elaetic eeatterlna, annihilation 

• 5 6 or inelastic acatterina. ud charae-exchaaae. From low-enersy data ' ' we 

know that elaatlc acatterina is peaked bathe forward directloD and that, upon 

MDihilation, 4.8 w mesoDs (about Z./3 of them. chargecl) are produced on the averaae. 

Therefore, haU the interaction detection counter• (FliJ&. 5 and 6) eurrouncled 

the taraet in order to detect the major fraction oi the annihilation pi.ou. The 

remainina c:ountere in the forward clirectlon detected elaatically scattered anti

protoaa aa well aa some of the amdhllation pions. The central di.lc counter& 

s., &Ad s5 monitored the ·nonJ.nteracting antiprotons. Information photoaraphecl 

on the oec:illoacope (FiJ. 8) was therefore claeafbtd ae follow•: 
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(a) Paas•throuahs. If the good-geometry counters, s4 and/or s5 were 

the only coUDtel'a that signaled, the antipl'oton passed through the hydrogen without 

il1te I' action. 

(b) Elastic •catteriag. If a single counter of the emall-aD.gle rings 

coumecl, it was consiclered an elastic scatterins event, since the recoil proton 

cUd not have sulficieat enei'IY to leave the tar1et. However, in the larger rings it 

was possible to have an additional counter aipal due to the recoil proton. This 

event was accepted as an elastic scattering only il the eveAt wu coplanar within 

the reaolution ol the ayatem. 

(c) Inelaati.c acatterlns or azmi.bilation. This classified event• in which 

any three or m.ore counters aipaled. It also inclucled thoae two-counter event& 

whose geometry was iaconaiatent with elaatic: acatterina. 

(cl) Charae exchange. Tb.b final claaeification waa for the events in which 

none of tlle au.rrounding counters gave a signal, and therefore an event of the type 

p + p- ii' + n was assumed to have taken place. 

A te1t waa made to prove our system indeed capable of diatlaauiahing be

tween the classifications listed above. Thia teet consisted of m.easu.rina known 

proton-proton cro• • sections. Positive proton beama were formed by ecatterina 

a l.Z-Bev internal Bevatron beam from an ad.dltional target located in the region T 

+ (see Fig. 1). With all magnet currents reversed, the p travel'sed the mapetic: 

chauel and entered the hydroaen target in precisely the same mann.r as the p. 

U the system could 1eparate p•p elastic scattering from p-p melaatic events 

normally produclns only one pion at these enerpee, it should eaeily clistinauilh 

p-p elastic acatterinj from p-p inel&Etic events ln which up to 8 pions can be 

produced upon armihilatlon. The p•p total. elastic, and inelastic erose 1ections 

were measured at 5Z8 and 940 Mev. The re•ulta, which have been preaented in 

Table m of reference 1, were found to be in excellent aareement with previously 

measured p•p cl'oss eectione. 
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IV. ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION 

A. Production in Hf!!rogen 

It •eem.ecl poeaible that the CI'OII eectioa. for antiproton p:roc:luction in p•p 

collUiona mipt be measured (by a CHz-C subtraction) at the aame time the 

p -interaction cro•• eectioD• we:re being meaaured.. The relatively high production 

lZ rate in byclrogen indicated by a previou• experiment aervec:l a• incentive to explore 

the production phenomenon more accurately here. Becau•e an external proton 

beam at t.be Bevatron cloee not exiat, we approached thia phase Gf the experllnent 

by utillzma the Bevatron internal beam. It wu therefore neceaeary to uae target 

materials aucb aa C and CHz and reeort to a subtraction proce•• as before. 

To ewnare areater reliability in the eubtrac:tion proce••• target fiippi.D.g 

mechaausma were developecl to flip either the C or the CHz targets to identical 

poaition• within the Bevatron. The C and Ciia taraeta themaelvee were cleeiped 

to poeaeea the eame number of carbon atoma ud. at the same time have identical 

exteraal phyaic&l c:limeneioas. Thia waa accomplished. by cuttin1 holes in the 

carbon taraet. A primary 1ip18 wu buttalled aheacl ol the deeired target at a 

cliatance correapondina to the half-wave lenJth of Bevatro11 radial oac:Ulations. 

Heavy c:lippinJ devices were also staticmecl aroun4 the Bevatron tank to enaure 

neaJ.ipble pl'obat4Uty that the internal beam protons would hit the target holclera, 

and that they would be stopped after one traversal of the target. To mbdmiae 

u.nlmo'WD ayetematic effeetl of the Bevatron beam, the C and CHz were u1ed 

alternately on each Bevatron pulse. 

To 4etermine the Bevatron raclial position of the primary Up, observed 

procl.uc:tion in the taraet was calculated. approximately aa a function of the Up 

radiua. It ucl been expected that the characteristic s:h!ltpe of tbla curve would 
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indicate a Up position at which the proton• would 'be focused onto the target T 

(Fig. 1). Unfortunately. there was no agreement between the calculated curve 

and the observed effect, so it was not poa sible to guarantee that both CHz. and C · 

targets were equally irradiated. If the target• themaelves were acting to any 

appreciable extent as their own Ups. then the effectiveness ol the proton beam 

in penetratin& the targets would have been subject to variations due to minute 

mllaUanments. 

Our reaulta sho~ that the CHa target was only 95"fo as effective as the 

carbon target (with the aame Aumber of carbon atoma) lor producing 1684 Mev/c 

antiproton• at 0 deg. Owing to possible errors in this phase of the experiment. 

it il difficult to make a quantitative estimate of production in hydrogen. Even 

With a correction for absorption in taraeta, our results are consistent 'With 

no production of antiprotons from hydrogen. Thus. seriou• doubt h caet on 

the earller results for 1190 Mev/c antiprotons, where production in hydroaen 
· lZ 

wu found to be large with respect to procluction in carbon. However. the 

present results are still indecisive due to uncertainties in Bevatron beam dynamics, 

and more accurate measurements must await external proton beams. 

Apart from experimental difficulties, the abov~ results might be explained by 

the particular p momentum chosen. Laboratory momentum 1684 Mev/c was used 

because antiprotons of this momentum. have a velocity equal to the c. m. velocity 

resulting from 6-Bev nucleon-nucleon collisions. From a statistical calculation 

of the antiproton c. m. momentum distribution, similar to the method used by 

19 -Amaldi et al. • one would expect the laboratory p momentum distribution to 

peak at - 1684 Mev/c. Hagedorn has similarly calculated the antiproton c. m. 

momentum distribution;ZO however, he included the effect of final .. state interaction• 
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in whieh the p can annihilate with one of the three final-etate nucleons. In the 

c. m. system, antiprotons having small relative momentum with one of the nucleons 

would be expected to be m.oat susceptible to annihilation. Thia reducee the observed 

number of low·energy antiproton& in the c. m. system, and hence those in the 

laboratory system, at - 1684 Mev/c. Unfortunately, exploration of the CHz - C 

ct.ifference was not undertaken at momenta other than 1684 Mev/c. 

B. Pl"oduction in Carbon 

The only prevloua information on the production of antiprotona as a 

function of Bevatron energy conslated of three experimental pointe 1or lZOO-Mev/c 

Zl antiproton• produced in a copper target. Thia information was not sufficient to 

cletermiae the ahape of tbe excitation function. 1n Fia. 9 we preeent the re1ulte 

of tbie experiment lor the procllac:tion of 1684-Mev/c antlprotone. The experimental 

points were determined. lay countina the antiprotons traverain& our magnetic channel 

anti mordtoJ'ing the Bevatron internal beam incident on our carbon target by meana 

of the Bevatron induction electrode•. Corrections were made for detection 

efficiency, traaamiaaion throup the mapet system, and absorption by material 

in the beam; therefore, the experimental pointe actually refer to production at the 

Bevatl'on tar&et. Theee corrections introd.uce some uncertainty in the absolute 

croee aection. Only the relative statistical errors are shown in Fig. 9. 

Our data can be compared with the atatistical calculations of Amaldi et al. , 19 

who aeeumed that in a nucleu auch ae carbon, the priru:iple antiproton production 

proceasee are: 

-p + n ... p + p + p + n; (Z) 

and. 
p+p-p+p+p+po (3) 
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For theee reactions, the cross section was considered to be proportional only 

to th.e valume of phase •pace available. The kinetic energy available in the center

of-mass ayatem la ctistributed among th4 four final-state particles according to 

atatiatlcal factors. The nucleons in the nucleus were considered to be a completely 

degenerate Fermi gaa with maximu.m energy of ZS Mev. The following formula 

resulted for the laboratory dietribution of antiproton• as a function of their 

momentum and angle, and also of incident proton energy: 

where 

dp 4J.t. 

P(W0) (W0 - 4)" [1- ( ~ax )z J [(p~z + 1 r/Z dWf 

lfr 3 
(pili max) 

(4) 

W 0 == the total energy in the c. m. ayetem (in Jt:l'oton mae a unite mp) • 

.tU,-4-C-~ (lfl~ 
(W 0-4)~ =phase-space volume, where n = 7/Z for~ (Z), and 9/1. for _p(. (3), 

pr =antiproton c. m. momentum, 

p a antiproton laboratory-system momentum, 

._.. • cos 6, where 8 is the laboratory angle of emission of the p with respect 

to the lorwarc.t direction, 

P( W 0)d W O • the probability that W O (in the c. m. eyatem) of the incident nucleon, 

and one aucleon ill car 'bon. Uea between W 0 and W 0 + d W 0• 
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We have evaluated Sn(p = 1684 Mev/c. fJ. = 1) u a function ot incident proton 

energy tor the two caaee n = 5/l., 7 /Z. The reeults are plotted in li'ig. 9 along 

with the experimental data. A rather arbitrary normalization o! the ca.lcula.tecl 

results has been made with the experimental point at 5.1 Bev. 

It is seen that the experimental valuee do not increase as rapidly as ex

pected with increasing energy. since a value of n between 7 /Z and 9/Z is predicted 

for Eqs. (2) and (3) in a purely statistical model. Thus the assumption of the 

statistical model may not be completely valid. Cther types of nuclear .modeb 

might be more appropriate for computing the function P(W 
0

). lt is also true that 

if other processes are important, aside from Eqs. (l) and (3) - such a.s the formation 

of a deuteron or helium nucleus in the final state - a smaller value for n in 

accordance with the experimental data would be predicted. Reports from CERN 

3 show that a.n appreciable number of deuterons, as well as some He t are produced 

. ZZ Z3 m 24- Bev proton collisions. ' 

In Fig. 9 one sees that the threshold for<:~tiproton production in carbon 

is about 4. 3 Bev. This would be expected fl:oom processes (2) and (3) when the 

target nucleons have a maximum Fermi energy of Z5 Mev, the value assumed 

in the statistical calculations. '!'his feature lends support to the initial assumption 

that proton-nucleon collisions are primarily responsible here, as much lower 

thresholds would be noticed for reactions such as {5) and (6): 

-n t-p-p+p+n; 

+ 
n +n-p+p+p. 

(5) 

(6) 

Such proceseea can occur through a two-step process within the carbon target 

if a high-energy pion ia first made by a. proton-nucleon collision. This pion then 

proceeds to initiate :reactions (5) and (6). The threshold at the Bevatron to procluce 

a pion of sul£icieu.t eu.eray in carbon (&&&in asaumina 2.5 Mev for the maximum Fermi 
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energy) h about J.Z Bev. All DO ant~protona were detected at our loweet eneriY of 

" 4.2.5 Bev, our results ahow no evidence lor reactlona (5) and (6). 

Data on the procluctlon of antiproton• as a function of their momenta are 

pven in Table II, where information from other experiments ia abo preeentecl 

foze comparison. 9 • 4 • z• Table U (8.ftb col. ) gives the ratio of pions transmitte4 

throup the magnetic cbamlel to incident pzeotone on the taraet. Tbla ratio ia 

presented to show that the number of tranemittecl pions va momentum is relatively 

conatant in any pven experimental arrangement, ancl that oD.e la therefore able 

to ua e the piona to mia~Uor the relative p rate a. For col. 7 of Table n we have 

calculated the more deairable ratio of antiprotons to incident protons. These 

numbers have been corrected for c::ountiq efficiency and lossea along the magnetic 

channel, ao that they actually refer to antiproton.• produced a.t the carbon tarset. 

Althouah. the relative values of p/p + are probably accurate, there is about a 2.0'/o 

uncertainty in the abeoluta- p+ mmtitiix. Becauae of thia factor, ancl differences in 

the tazeset• ae well aa in the aoUd analee of acceptance and tranamieslona of the 

varioWI spectroarapha, thil ratio is not tabulated for the other experiment• Ueted 

in the table. 

In na.· 10, experimental data are agaba comparecl with etatietical reeulta. 19 

The curve shown 1• obtained from Eq. (4) for n = 7/Z., '1' + = 6.1 Bev, and 6 a 0 cleg, 
p 

and it is normalized to the experimental point at 1684 Me11/c. It is seen that the 

calculations have in4icated the shape of the momentum distribution reaaou.ably. 

No pzeecise quantitative result• were obtained for the angular clietrlbution 

of antiproton• produced at a given momentum. Qualltatively, we found in our 

momen.tum ranse that the production erose section at - 10 cleg in the laboratory 

system wae about lZ% smaller than the croaa section at 0 deg. 
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V. ANTIP~OTON-PROTON CROSS SECTIONS 

A. Calculations ancl Reaulu 

The antiproton-proton interaction eventa, identified by the methode 

described earlier and claaeUied according to the four categories enumerated in 

Sec. m, were uaed to calculate the fundamental p-p er~•• section• by mean• of 

the foUowta1 formulae: 

where 

l /I+I 1' \ 
(1 D v'n • • XI'+I I 

1 

l 1 ;. ' e e 1 
\ .? 

' 1 + I ·t 1 I' • \ + Ie 1 e c 
O'c D lf Ia I + I x. 11 +I I + Ic'}' e e 

10 =the number of incident antiprotons, 

1 =the number of pase-throughs, 

11 =the number of inelastic eventa, 

I = the number of elastic scatters, e 

I • the number of charge exchange•, 
c . 

N =the number of protone/tmz. in the taraet. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The unprbned. quantities in the foregoin& equations refer to measurements made with 

the hydrogen target full• the primed quantities refer to l:Nlckground measurements 

obtained with the target container empty. 
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The analyaia o£ aU the p-p interaction evente baa yielded the results given 

in Table W for the five p energies inveetiaated here. The result• are practically 

the same as given in an earlier report in which - 60'Yo of the data were analyzed. 1 

Slight changes on the order of 1 to Z% seen in the table result from the inclusion 

of all the data: consequently, smaller errors are reported here. 

The angular distribution of p-p elastie acattering la shown in Figs. 11, 1 Z, 

ancl 13. Most of the elaatic scatters are contalnecl within a cone of half-angle 40 deg 

(center-of-mass). Although our system coulcl also cletect the elaatic acatterlng 

from 40 to 135 deg (center-of-maaa), the angle e could not be resolved in this case. 

The experimental point&Lat 0. de g. are lower Umits cletermined by meana of the optical 

theorem from the total-cttota- section measurements. In Fig. 13 we have plotted 

the data of Armenteroa et at. for comparison, who performed their experiment 

Z4 with techniques similar to this experiment, but had better angular resolution, 

especially at large angles. The two eets of data are in very good agreement. 

The curves shown in Fige. 11, lZ, and 13 were calculated by mea.ae of the 

optical model of Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor, ZS in which the scattering amplitude. 

diffraction cross aection. and absorption erose section are given reepectively by 

flO 

£(8) = 1 F 
11-al Jo ( ~ SiD ~) T )0 P Q P 1 (11) 

• z 
ae = Zw r, 1-a I p cl p , (12) 

{ 
and r 

0' 1 = Zw J (1 - a 
2

) p cl p • (13) 

0 
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For an incident wave of unit ampUtucle and zero phase, a ia the ampUtucle and 

phase of the transmitted wave; p _is of course the distance from the scatterina 

center. measured. in a plane orthogonal to the incident-wave direction. The 

2.4 
particular p dependence of a used by Armenteros .!!..!!.· was 

a= 0, for o < P 'R0 • 

( 14) 

a=l-exp 

Thie correspond• to a 'black region of total absorption having radius R 
0 

surrounded 

by a region where the abeorption decreases exponentially from R0 with increaains p. 

The values of the parameters R0 and p
0

, determined from the experimental cross 

eectiona, appear in Table IV._ The values from reference 2.4 are also shown. To 

obtain these parameters, our eroaa sections at 700 and 816 Mev were averaged. for 

the calculation at 758 .Mev, and those •-t 948 and 1068 Mev were combined to 

calculate the anplar distribution at 1000 Mev. Thia was done because the angular 

distributions at these energies were nearly identical. 

Owing to our lack of information at larse angles, a comparison between 

varioua cleneity distributions other tha:a thoee in Eq. (14) is not feasible. It waa 

shown, however,iri,re2:ren<:• 24, that the conditione of .t<.:q. {14) pve a better fit 

to the c:lata at 9&0 Mev than a model of a completely grey region does. 

It is of interest to conaicler the behavior of the inelastic: cro•• section 

above the threshold for meson production. The .inelastic cross section as defined 

earlier is due to the annihilation process below 288 Mev, while above this energy 

the followlni reactions may be included: 
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- - 0 p+p-p+p+• t (15) 

- - + p+p-n+p+'ff , (16) 

p+p-ii+p+w - (17) I 

p + p - ii + n + w0 • (18) 

(Double-pion production is negligible below 1 Bev, as is the c:aae in the p-p 

u and n•p interactions. ) Theae proceaaea have the d.iatiactive feature that ol'lly 

two charged particlea are produced in the final atate, except for proceaa (18) ia 

which the gammas from the w0 decay might appear upon conversion as one or two , · ·, 

charged particles; thua the a.nalyail of our one- and two-particle inelastic: eventa 

obtained with the lead converter aUowa u to estimate the croae aection for (16), 

(17), and (18), The aam.e procedure cannot be uaecl for (15) without the leaci eon-

verter, beeauee thia process ia not diatinpiahecl 'by our counters from the more 

abundant annihilation m.oc1e 

- + - 0 
p +· p - " + 11' + n " • (19) 

We find that inelastic proceaaes (16), (17), ar&d (18) taken tosether compote 5•3 mb 

of the inelaatic croas section at each of the p en~rgj¢s<" of thia experiment. Thia 

reault ia in agreement with the more accurate clata of Xuons et al. for 930-Mev 

27 
aatiprotont in the Berkeley 7Z-inch hydroaen bubble chamber. They obtain 

1.6, 1.1. and 0.96 mb respectively for processes (11), (16), and (17). 
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B. Corrections and Uncertainties 

The errors quoted in Table mare the atandard deviatione due to counting 

etatietica together with the estimated uncertainty in the following corrections. 

1. The Total Cross Section 

The total cross section• were corrected for forward scattering. This wae 

done by meaeuring the croes sections at three different cutoff anslea (3, 4.2, aad 

5.3 cleg) cleterminecl by counters s4 and s5• Theee reaults were plotted ve eolid 

angle (determined by the cutoff angle) an4 extrapolated to aero solid angle by a 

straight-line least-squares fit. The result gave the same correction factor as one 

would obtain by ueing the optical theorem.28 and the aeawnption do /d.0(0°)• 102., 

where 10 is the imapnary part of the forwarcl-scattering amplitude. This cor

rection factor (3 des to 0 deg) amounted to approximately Z mb. 

Small corrections of the order of 1 "/o to Z% have been made for accidental• 

and for annihilations in countera s4 and s5. The accidentals are due to the high 

flux of neutrons in the BevatrOD experimental area. The concrete shielding around 

area A (.i'ia. 1) was not sufficient to eliminate this baeqround entirely. To de

termine the accidental rate. a number of rune were made during which the p 

trigger from the ZXlo· 8 aec coinciclence (Fig. 7) was put out of delay with respect 

to each of the 2.7 signals from the counters encircUna the hydrogen target. The 

oscilloscope traces were photoaraphed ae in a normal run. Any puleee that 

occurred during this time were due to the ac:eiclental count&. The reeulte showed 

-3 that an averaae couater had a pro'babWty of ... 1.5Xl0 for co\Ulting accidentally 

during a real event. Corrections were made lor this effect in the analyaia of the 

various event&. 
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2. Elaatic-Sc:attering Crose Section 

The same correction for forward scattering haa been made aa in the total 

cross section, as well as similar corrections for accidental& and annihilations in 

counter a. An adcUtional correction (""' 1 %) has been made for scatterings that find. 

their way through small cracks between counter& and eo simulate charge exchange. 

No correctioza has been made for backward- scattered antiproton• that may 

not have eufiicient energy to leave the target and hence annihilate in the hydrogen, 

because of the uncertainty in the angular distribution at large angles. However, 

57 Z9 other experiments, in which the angular distributions are known to large angles, ' ' 

indicate that this correction is small ( ~ l.Oo/o). 

3. Inelastic Crose Section 

Here, corrections for annihilations in counters and for accidentals have aleo 

been made. - + - 0 We note that annihilation events of the type p + p- 11' + 1r + n 11 

(where n is an integer of average value - 3) can be dietinguished from elastic 

scattering chiefly because of the copla.narity conditiol'l. This was verified when the 

lead converter was used and the number of elastic scattering events remained un

changed. The particular annihilation mode, p + p- tr + t 1r-, cannot of course be 

distinguished from elastic scattering by our system. However, this mode has been 

estimated from bubble chamber experiments to constitute less than O.l'fl} of all 
5 Z6 . 

annihilations. ' The other possible annihilation modes are u.nambiguoua. 

4. Charae-Exchange Cross Section 

For the charge-exchuge croaa sections, corrections have Ukewise been 

made for antineutron annihilations ill the surrounding counters, for accidental events 

that would make a charge exchange appear as a pass-through or elastic scattering, 

and for the small fraction of ( small-angle elastic scatterings that would normally 
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be coumed in only one counter, but can occasionally travel throup a crack between 

counters anci be recorded as a charge-exchange event. A correction has alao been 

made for anmbilationa that produce w0 mesone only. Previoua experiments inclicate 

that posslltly 20o/o of the charae-exc:hanle croaa section (as determined here when 

5 6 the leacl converter was not used) could be due to nzero-proag um.ihilations". ' 

This amounte to about 1.5mb. Low-eneray theoretical calculaticms agree with this 

estimate, 30 and our resulta determined with leu converter corroborated an effect -
of about thb alae. 

. - - 0 The 4ata taken without leacl converter lnclu4ecl the process p + p- n + n + w 

as part of t1 • while for the 4ata with leacl converter this process is recorded aa c 
part of g i. Since the cross section for this process ia yet unknown, we have made 

no correction, however it is beUeved. to be - 1 mb. 
26

' 
31 

C. Dlscuaeion 

The results for the p-p cross aec:tiona given in Table W are plotted in 

.Fi&. 14, to compare them with the cross eectioas obtained by others at nearby p 

4 5 8 9 6 24 32 . eneraJ.es. ' • ' • • ' One sees a reasonable tr&nSltion between th~ low-energy 

cress sections a.a:1d tlloae determined by this experiment. There ie excellent agree

ment between our hijheat-entU'iY points a.ud the data. of reference 24. In the energy 

interval of this experiment the general trend o! the p-p croea sections is a slow 

decreaae with increasinj energy; the c:roaa sec:tiona vary approximately aa 

-1/Z -T_ , where T_ ia the p laboratory-tyetem kinetic energy. Although the 
p p 

c:harae-exchange croea section appears nearly constant, it ie not inconeiatent with the 

eaeriY dependence of the other croea sections. Our value• for the charse-exchange 

croaa eection are in a1reement with other d.ata (obtamed. by different methode) not 

preeented ln Fia. 14. For example, Wetnaart et al. obtained the value 10.9•5.8 mb 
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33 at 455 Mev. They uaed. a C and a CH

2 
target to initiate the charae exchange 

and a lar1e bloclt of plaetic acintillator to detect the antineutron annihilation. The 

experbnent of Hinrichs et al. utillzin1 930-Mev antiprotons in the 72-lnch hydrogen 

bubble chamber hal yielded a value of 7 .811:().6 mb for the charge-exchange erose 

section. 31 

We have ciiacusaed ln a previous report the puz:alin1 situation create'dl by 

earlier experimental re•ultl near 500 Mev. 1 As seen in Fla. 14, these data 

inclicated a large absorption crosl eection with little diffraction scatterin1. 8• 9 

The altuation seeme largely resolved, as our preaent data show the diffraction 

scattering near 500 Mev to be - 1/3 of the total erose section. 

In the antiproton energy range 50 to 250 Mev, the p-p erose sections are 

10 understood in terms of the theory of Ball and Chew. Their model stre•••• the 

analogy between the p-p and the nucleon-nucleon systems. They \lee the 

34 35 Gartenhaus-Signell-Marshak potential, • which seema to represent the nucleon-

nucleon interaction up to about ZOO Mev, and modify it suitably for the antinucleon 

case. The result is that a nucleon appears to an antiproton as black hole or core 

region, surrounded by a potential due to the pion cloud. The earlier experimental 

data (also shown in Fig. 14) lend support to this model. In the energy range of 

applicability, i.e .• 50 to Z~O Mev one finds 0' ~ (J. • a jZ. Thus the Ball-Chew e 1 • . 

model in its predictions is very nearly like a classical black-sphere region of ei&e 

Jl'R (pion Compton wave length). This il expla'fnl!dt by the effedivenees of the outer 

potential due to the pion cloud which draw• the p into the core region where it 

annihilates. 

The method• used in the Ball-Chew calculations render them inappllcable in 

our energy ranae. However, a moclel along the eame trend of ideas hat been 
. 11 

proposed by Koba and Takeda. Their predictions are applicable at our energies 
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and accord with our measured cross sections. Their model consists of a 

co1npletely phenomenological core region surrounded by a pion cloud. The core 

region is likened to a black sphere whoee r•dius a
0 

is left as an adjustable 

par.u--neter. Outside the core region is the potential owing to the pion could, which 

they surmise can be calculated in principle by m.eson theory at high energies in 

a manner perhaps similar to that of Ball a.nd Chew for low energies. It b expected 

that the pion potential will become lese effective as one approaches high energies, 

and the annihilation cross section ehould become 1T a; • This feature has also been 

pointed out by Chew. 36 Koba and Takeda considered the effect of the core region 

alone. As the classical approach is not valid in the energy region 300 to 800 Mev, 

they solve the Schr~dinger equation and obtain 

(ZO) 

l for the annihilation cross section, instead of the classical re•ult tJ a = "' a 0 • 

It is found that higher-order partial waves that claesic:ally would never reach the 

core can be partially absorbed; thus the abeoJ'l)tlon erose eection ie increased 

relative to the f!cattering erose section. Koba and Takeda find for 

I -13 a 0 • Z 3 lttt =O.•~XlO em that the ratio·· of the elaetic scattering cro•• section 

to the annihilation cro•s section is 1/Z. From our experimental data in Fig. 1• 
one sees that tJ /u. is 1/Z near 1 Bev, and only slightly larger at 534 Mev. The e 1 

data for ui can very nearly be fitted by Eq. (ZO) for a 0 = 0.95Xlo- 13 em. For this 

value the high-energy pointe Ue slightly above the euJ"Ve, but thl• might be accounted 

for by a difference between a 1 and a a• becauee of pion production. 

The optical-model analy•is of the angular distributions of the p-p elastic 

scattering indicates a rather larae opaque nucleon •tructure. In the region near 

300 Mev, the differential scattering can be fitted by a completely black region 
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of radius -~" • In the preceding section, it is seen that our data from 534 to 

8lo Mev can be fitted by a black region of radius 1./3 ~'lr, surrounded by a 

region of decreaaing grayness. Similar conditions exist up to a Bev, as shown 

in Table IV. 

In view of the above obaervationa it is not unreasonable to think of the 

p-p interaction region as having a structure whoee total size is - "'n• within 

which the core region where annihilation taken place may be as large as 2./3 ~n· 

While ar&UMente from meson theory favor a smaller annihilation region of the order 

of -. = (0. 2.1Xl 0 • 13 em), 3 7' 38 Tamm has pointed out that a larger core region b p 

within the realm of theoretical expectations. 39 Perhapa the determina~ion of the 

p-p partial croaa sections in the multi-8ev region will yield further information 

on thia point. 
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Vl. DETERMINATION OF ANTIPROTON-NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS 

In order to understand the antinudeon-nucleon system eompletely,buormation 

muat be acquired not only for the p-p interaction, but also for the p-n (or ii-p). 

Ae in the nucleon-nucleon case, one can then determine the amou.nt of interaction 

in each of the two possible isotopic spin (I) etatea of the antinueleon-nucleon system. 

The p-n system is purely I • 1 state. while the p-p system exists with equal 

probability in both 1 .:. 1 and I = 0 states. Teste for the validity of charge inde

pendence can thus be macle from a knowledae of the p-p and p-n cross sections. 

The experimental factors involved in the cletermination of the p-p cross 

sections are considerably more attractive than those for the p•n or ii-p cross •ectione. 

For the former, p beams exist, hydrosen taraets are at hand, azul both particles 

involved are charaed. In the latter. one ie faced with the necessity of providing a 

neutron taraet or an antineutron beam, in addition to the clilficult feature of de-

tecting a neutral particle. The feasibility of obtaiDing antineutron beams utilizing 

the reaction p + p- ii + He
3 

was inveatiaated. by Moyer et al., 40 the procedure was 

found very c:Ufficult. However, the uee of antineutrons from. the p-p charle-ex

chanae proceee seem to otter promise. 31 

The other altemative, choaen here, ia to make indirect use of a neutron 

target vial the deuteron. The hyd.roaen taraet ueed to obtain the p-p cross section• 

in See. V waa equally capable of contairdna deuterium, and a supply of antiprotons 

was at hand. Thus in principle, the subtraction of the p-p croas sections from the 

p-el crc)811 aections could be ma4e, and values for the p-n croea section assessed. 

To thb end we have determined the p-d croas aectioaui . at the same live enerpea 

aa the preceding p-p data. The p-d data are preaented firat, aa their validity 

seems secure because they are ascertained in the same manner ae the p-p reaulta. 
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The subtraction procedure uaed .for the p-n valuea, eu'bject to aome u.ncertainty. 

is ciiacuaaecl in the aubaequent aection. 

A. Antiproton-Deuteron Cross-Section 

The various typea of p-4 interactions i. e. , acatterina. unihilation, etc •• 

were identified in the manner outUnecl in Sec:. UI. Calculation of the croaa aectiona 

and correction factore waa performed by the methocle already m.entionecl for the p-p 
croaa aectioua. The results are Uated in Table V and plotted in na. 15. 

No diatinction can be macle by our detection system between elaatic p-d 

acattfttba and qwui-elaatic p-p or p-n acatterina. Obaervationa of the cor-

re aponding p \t reaction at 660 Mev 41 indicate. however, that the probability that 

the deuteron remaina intact ie quite •mall. Because of the predominant forward 

scatterina. only about ZOo/o of the acatterinaa are accompanied by a recoil proton 

with sufficient ener1y to esc:ape the tarset. .For the data taken without the lead 

converter some p-p4 elastic ecattera may not be dJ.stinauJ.shed from the p-pd 

two-charaed-pion annihilation mocle (aee Eq. 19) becauae of the deuteron internal 

momentum (pd refers to the bound proton within the deuteron). Comparison of runs 

with and without converter has shown, however, that the effect ia within the Umit1 

of our statistical errors. The cU.fference between lead iD and lead out alao revealed 

no amhiguity between the majority of the elastic scatterings, in which no recoil 

nucleon waa detected., and the p-nd one-charged-pion annihilation mode. 

An adcUtional amall correctioa to the elastic acattering may re•ult from 

the meson-production proce IS (or inelastic Cb&rJe exchange) 1 p + n d-n + D + 'If.. • 

Judaina £rom the magnitude of the cross eeetion for similar processes in the p-p 
ll caee, one would not expect thie reaction to be more than - 1.0 mb. 
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From Fig. 15, it il seen that the energy dependence of the p-d cross section• 

is very similar to the p-p reaulu. The total and inelastic cross aeetiona are 1.8 

times the corresponding p-p cross sections. while the factor for elaatlc scattering 

is approx. l.O. The charae-exchanae erose aecticma are •Ushtly smaller in 

deuterium. We recall that the charge-exchange process can occur only for the 

proton; consequently one might expect the aame value for a c (p-p) and a c(p-d). 

However, the shadow correction clisc:usaecl in the next section would reduce 

a c(p-cl) relative to g c CP·p), as is observed. The only other existing ciatwn £or 

the p-d reaction (obtained by Chamberlain et al. 8) baa al&o been plotted in Fig. 15. 

It is in agreement with our re1ults • 

.B. Antiproton·Neutron Cros1 Section& 

Experimental ifltorm.Atton on nucleon-deuteron and nucleon-nucleon erose 

aectiona at high energiee ( - 1 Bev) indicates that the eum of free-nucleOA c:roas 

aecttona il approximately 10% greater than the deuteron croas section. Thue a 

quantitative expre•sion lor the deuteron cro•• aecticm, where x ia the incident 

panicle, muat be written a1 

0' (x, d.) = 0' (x, p) t 0' (x,n) - C, (Zl) 

where C is a correction factor sometimes called the "eclipee" or "ahaclow" factor. 

Thie correction is due to the partial shieldina of one nucleon by the other within 

the clewterono 

4Z The shadow factor was studied in detail by Glauber. By means of dif-

fraction theory Glauber has calculated a general expreeaion for C in terms of the 

outgoina-wave am.plltudeu and phases. In view of the lack of knowledge of these 

factors,_.he clevelopa an approximate formula for the correction factor of the total 

cross sections. 
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where f(O) refers to the forward scatterins amplitude, r is the neutron-proton 

separation, and the anplar parentheees refer to an average value in the deuteron 

ground state. The result of Eq. (ZZ) il very similar to what one would obtain by 

a simple c::laaeical computation of the decrease of incident flux when one nucleon is 

in front of the other; however, the work of Olauber differs in that the coherent 

Giffraction scattering of the two nucleoaa is taken into account. One of the m.jaor 

approximations made for the particular expression (ZZ) is that r is larger than the 

nucleon-interaction range. Under the additional asaw:nption of a purely absorptive 

interaction, Glauber obtains, for the total cleutero11 croas sections, 

( ) 1 ) I _z\ 
at x,d = at(x,p) + O't(x,n)- li O't(x,p) at(x,n '\ ) d. (Z3) 

For the &baorption cross secti6n the relation 

1 I ~ 
O'i(x:,d) = ai(x,p) + ai(x,n)- r'l't ai(x,p) O'i(x,n) \r-; cl (Z4) 

is found. A aimilar expreaeion for the scattering erose section can abo be de

termined. •z 
To calculate the laet term in the laat two equations, the deuteron wave 

function must be known. Three cliiferent wave functions corresponding to a square

well potential, a Hulthen potential, ancl an attractive poteDtial with a hard. core were 

usee! previously to estimate O't(Tt- -cl). The resp&ctive result• for the last term in 

43 Eq. (Z3) were 4.Z, 5.3, Ut.c1 3.3 mb. The experimental result in the pion energy 

range 0. 79 to 1.5 Bev was found to. be 6 :t: Z mb. For the nucleon-deuteron interaction 

near 1 :Sev, the three wave functions above yielded correction factors of S. 7, 1.1., 

and 4.5 mb respectively. 44 Experimentally, the correction was found to be 7.• mb. 

Thua for the particular ca•e• mentioned the Glauber correction seems adequate. 
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Considerations of the same corrections in the circumstance where the 

incident particle is an antiproton result in extremely large shadow factors. Thie 

is because of the large size of the p-p. (and presumably the p-n) cross sections in 

relation to the nucleon-nucleon cross section. The validity of the approximate 

Glauber formulas (Eqs. Z3, Z4) is in serious doubt, especially in view of the 

assumption that the radius of interaction is much smaller than the size of the 

deuteron. 

J. S. Blair has calculated the shac!ow effect by means of a semiclassical 

. 45 fo model which does not require this last assumption. It is there re certainly 

more appropriate in the antinucleon case. For small values of the free-nucleon 

crots sections, the Blair calculation• yield the same results as the approximate 

+ Olauher factors, ancl hence the same agreement for the w-d. and p -d. erose section• 

mentioned in the previous paragraphs. The disagreement with the approximate 

Glauber formulae becomes strongly apparent when the free -nucleon cro1 s sections 

are 60mb or greater, as in the case of antinuc:leons. The Blair calculations rest 

principally on the assumptions that the impulse approximation is valid, and that 

the interaction can be represented by a black disc. Theee calc\llations were made 

in anticipation of p-d cro•s ••~Hons such as ours. 

In Table VI, the Blair COI'rection factors. ci' for the inelattic or absorption 

cross sections are shown. The model for the deuteron used was the .Hulthen wave 

function 

ljl = [ o. @(a+~ J l/2. expl-a.r] - expl -pr] , 
d L~ (o.-~) r 

(l5) 

with f3 • 6 4, where ~ = 3/ p (1 + ~ a. p) "' 1, correapondiDg to a triplet effective 

-13 range p = 1. 75Xl0 em. In the second. c:olwnn of the table we have the apparent 

neutron cross section ncr (p-n~11 defined by the c!irect eubtraction 47 (p-ci)-a (p·p), 

from the data of Tables 111 and V. The true or corrected. neutron cross section• 

are ahown in the final column. 
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The correction factors for the total or elastic cross sections merit additional 

consideration. Shielding of the absorption cross section is more easily understood 

because absorptive processes by the two nucleons are mutually exclusive events. 

In the total cr:oas section other factors are involved, such as interference eflecu, 

double scattering, and scattering by one nucleon followed by absorption by the other. 

4Z 46 It is ehown by Glauber • that all these effects are taken into account by his 

general correction formula for at':; ' t:_. of which Eq. (Z3) is an approximation. 

The difference between the formula for the total eros a section Eq. ( Z3) and the one 

fpr t}le absorption cross section (Eq. Z4) is simply a factor of Z. This dif!erence 

is valid only for a purely absorptive interaction; however, it is independent of the 

opacity of the interaction region. In view of the use of the optical theorem in 

conjunction with the last assumption to obtain Eq. (Z3), the resulting correction to 

the total cross section should be a minimum correction. We therefore employ this 

factor of Z together with the more explicit Blair resulta to obtain the total-cross

section corrections shown in Table VI. The ela.etic p-n cross section was obtained 

by subtracting a i from at" The results are plotted in Fig. 16 for a comparison 

with the p-p values. 

C. Conclusion• 

From the presentation in Fig. 16 lt ia aeen that the p-n and the p-p cross 

sections are statistically the same within. the eneray interval of thh experiment. 

It should be emphaaizecl that this conclusion restt on the validity of the Blair cor

rection factors employee! to obtain the p-n cross sections. These correction factors 

have not been experimentally proven for antinucleon cros1 sections ae they have 

been for nucleon and pion cross sectione. In view of the assumptions made in the 

4Z 45 derivaticm.a of the ehielding factors, ' they are not expected to be entirely 
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accurate, but to provide a reasonable estimate. The shadow correction to the 

annihilation cross sectioni seems the most reliable, because fewer assumptions 

are involved. The other shadow corrections would seem to be more uncertain be-

cause of the assumption of a purely absorptive interaction with zero phase shift. 

The equality of p-p and. p-n eros& sections may not be totally unexpected. 

The near equality is noted in the calculations by Ball and Fulco for antinucleons in 

47 the energy range SO to 250 Mev. Their theoretical results are based on the theory 

of Ball and Chew. 10 
A£ the low-energy experimental:!. results £or the p-p cross 

sections support the theoretical expectations, it would not be surprising for the 

p-n cross sections to do likewise, although no experimental p-n information exist& 

at low energies. 

Th.e p-p system. may interact through the i•otopic spin states 1 = 0 and 

1 = 1 with equal probability. The p-n, however, exists only in the I = 1 state. 

Thua within the limits of our errors, the equa.Uty of the p-n and p-p cross section• 

reveals that the antinucleon-nucleon interaction occurs in the I = 0 and I a 1 states 

with the same probability. There exist inequality relatione between p-p and p-n 

cross sectious which are independent of detailed nuclear models and require only 

the charge independence of nuclear forces. These inequalities follow from the 

funclamental relations of the scattering amplitudes between initial and final atatel 

of 1' a:: 0 and 'I' = 1. The resulting expressions. which have been BUl'lU-narized in 

Reference 48, are as follows: 
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(26) 

(Z7) 

(l8) 

f{uc~p-p)} 1/2- (ae{p-p)} 1/Z I ~{oe(p-n)} 1/Z~{O'c(p-p)} 1/Z., {ae(po::p)} 1/Z' 

('2.9) 

Ha.tp-n)} 1/2- {ue(p-p)} 1/2 I ~{ac(p-p)} 1/Z~{O'e(p-n)} 1/Z + {ae(p-p)} 1/Z. 

(30) 

Relations ('2.7) through (30) are s',ttiued by our data of Fig. 16. The first 

rela.tion (Fq. 2.6} is satisfied by our value !or at (at 948 Mev) and a value 4.6 mb/ar 

£or the differential charge-exchange cross section obtained by Hinrichs. 31 The 

antinucleon-nucleon data are therefore consistent with the relations required by 

charge independence in the energy range SOO to 110 Mev. For this relatively low 

energy range the data is also in accordance with the theorem of Pomeranchuk 

which states that the p-p and the p-n cross sections should become equalav ~nigh 

49 ·~g energies 1 as a consequence ol conses:_vation -6£. .. ia.otapic;. spirf.> .... ;~, .. : .. _ :<·i!..::.. 

Jt..:n. additional theorem due to Pomeranchuk, based on the dispersion relations for 

elastic scattering of nucleons in the forward direction, states that the p-p and the 

. so 
p-p cross aectione should also be the same at 1 high energies. 1 At the energies 

under investigation here and in thoee of reference Z4, the p•p cross sections re-

znain much larger than the p-p cross sections. Recent cross-section measurements 

up to ZO Bev/c ahow larger p-p cross aectioas;51 • 5Z however, the p-p and p-p 

total cross sections seem to be approachina each other at higher energies. 
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Table I. Experimental component& of Fig. 1. 

Component description 

Bevatron target area. 

Thin window of Bevatron vacuum 
system (O.OZO-in. Al). 

Brase collimator, 6 in. diam by 
8 in. thick. 

60-in. -long d.etlection magnets with 
lZ-by-7-in. aperture 
(8 Ml = 17 deg, 6MZ = zs clea). 

Seta of quadrupole focusing magnets, 
8-in. aperture. 

Plastic scintillation counter, 3 .. 1/Z in.
diazn.by 1/4 ill. thick. 

Plastic scintillation counter 3-1/16 in.
c.Uam, by 1/4 in. thick. 

Antiproton narrow-band velocity
selecting Cerenkov counter utilizing 
cyelohexene radiator, (n = 1.~, 
p = 0.8 g/ml) 3-1/4-in. -diam. by 
4. 7 in. loq. The velocity reeolution 
A~ = 0.03 in the range 0.95 >f3>0. 70. 

Meson Cerenkov counter utillzin& the 
same radiator aa VSG:ll, lNt view• 
only Cerenkov light that ia totally 
refiec:tecl internally, 1. e. , for 
~>0.95. 

Plastic scintillation counter, 5 in. diam. 
by 3/8 in. thick. 

Area for hydrogen target and final 
counter system. 
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Table U. Production of antiprotoaa of varioua morne.ata by 6-Bev prot01l8. 

a a b 
Momentum Aagle of Target Target -; + p/tr- -; + " p p p 

(Mev/c) emission length material (10-7) (10-5) (10-11) 
(deg)(lab) (em) 

lZOO 5 5.08 ear bon 12.6 1.8:1().1 ll.8:t0.8 

1400 3 5.08 carbon 11.2 Z.9:tO.a 22.1 :t:l.S 

1531 1.5 5.08 carbon 11.8 3.5:l0.3 34. 7*2.1 

1684 0 5.08 carbon 11.8 3.8~.2 39.2•1.6 

1825 1.5 5.08 carbon 11.9 3.6~.3 37.4:t:Z.Z 

1700 0 15.3 beryllbun 13.0 4.5:t:O.S 
d 

zooo 0 15.3 beryllium lZ.O ci 
4.8~.5 

zsoo 0 15.3 beryllium t.o d z. 9:1c0. 9 

750 8.5 15.3 beryllium 8.0 e O.Z*O.lZ 

900 3 15.3 beryllium lZ.O 0.4:tO.Z48 

1150 Z.5 15.3 beryllium zo.o l.Z:AO. 7 e 

1410 6.Z 15.3 beryllium z.z.o 1.9*1.11 

600 0 15.3 beryllium 40. 0.15;.().07 f 

700 0 15.3 beryllium so. 0.24~.12 
l 

800 0 15.3 beryllitUn 50. 
f 

0.44ZO.ZZ 

900 7 15.3 beryllium 60. 
f 0 .. 80:1c0.40 

•Transmitted through magnetic channel. cThie experiment. e .Reference 9. 

bCorrected at carbon target. 4 Reference Z4. 1~eference 4. 

c 

c 

c 

c:: 

c 

• -·.f.b 
• 

c: 
() 
!X'1 
t"' 
I 

..0 ,.., 
QO 
ClO 

IIJ1 • < . 
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Table UI. p-p croea sections at varioue energies. 

Cross sections {mb) 

p energy Total Elastic Inelastic Charge-exchange 
(Mev) 

---
534aZS 118.0 4Zs5 70:t3 6.0•1.3 

700:t33 116•5 4Z=t4 66~t.3 7.Z&l.S 

Sl6~7 108:t5 38&4 63:t:3 7 .1±1.2 

948::~~42 96±3 33~3 56:t-2 6.8%1.0 

1068a46 96cl 3011:2 60&2 5. 7tl.l 



T 
p 

(Mev) 

534 

7S8 

1000 

(980)a 

(ZOOO)a 

aReference .Z4. 
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Table IV. Optical-model paratneter.s 

~0 

f ') ( 1 0 .. 13 
em) 

0.89&0.10 

0.88=tO.OS 

0.70~.04 

o. 'U*0.06 

0.57..t:O.l7 

Po 
uo·ll em) 

1.04*0.04 

1.00:*0.02. 

l.Ol:iO.OZ 

1.03*0.03 

o. 98:t:0.07 
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Table V. p-d. eros a sections (mb). 

·.r at ae ai Clc 
p ' (Mev) 

--
534 llOltiS 80*6 ll6:d:S 3. 3&:1.3 

700 189:!:5 6746 117st4 5.4•1 •. 4 

~U6 196.0 78=5 ll2d:4 6.5:A:1.5 

948 178d:~ 71:5 lOZ~ 4.4:t:l.l 

1068 184•3 68!b4 109•5 5.6=1.0 
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Table VI. [:.valuations of the p-n cross sections (mb). 

- - -- -

T "a. (p-n) 11 r· a 
1 
(p-n) 

1' ¥1 
p 

(Mev) 

--
534 5bd:6 23 79~ 

700 51±5 20 71±5 

816. -l9~t5 19 68*5 

948 46=4 17 63:!:4 

lUoS 49:C5 18 6 7d:5 

·r "<1 t (p-n)" ct ot(p-n) 
p 

·(Mev) 

534 92*8 27 119:;t.8 

700 73:7 Zl 9611;7 

816 88*8 Z4 llZ*& 

948 82:*:6 zo 10Z26 

1068 88±4 21 109:it4 

T "a (p-n) 11 a 
8

(p-n) e 
p 

(Mev) 

S34 38:t:8 -40::HO 

700 ZS:!:7 Z54:8 

816 40e7 44:t:9 

948 38:16 39:!:7 

1068 38~ 4Z:t6 
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.FIOU:R E LEGENDS 

Fia. 1. Schematic view of tbe Bevatron experimental area. Components are 

iclentifiec.i in Table I. 

Fil· a. OaciUoecope photograph of beam-intensity pattern behind the hyd:rosen 

taraet. Each step in the hiatorgram represents 1 em in the vertical plane. 

lN.J. 3. Schematic diagram of the VSC-11 and C counteJra. 

na. 4. Efficiency awl reaolution of the veloclty-aelecting Cerenkov counter 

VSC-11 for p momenta of lZOO ad 1640 Mev/c (indieated by the arrowa) . 

.Fia. 5. Side view of target-counter system. For clarity, the fip.re ia not shown to 

exact scale. Cozrtainer @ could. 'be filled with liquid hydrogen or deuterium. 

and ie a atainlcu1e ateel cylizuior lZ in. long by 6 ia. 4iam with 0.008-in. 

walla, except for the 0.010-ia. Mylar entrance wall. Sixteen •cintiUation 

CO\Ulters, S-1 th.rouah S-16, surround c:ontaineJr @ cyllad.ric:aUy. The lead 

betw.en the taraet and ecintiUatore h removable. Heat ahielci @ i8 

0.003-in. copper; a thJ.Il repon @ of the vacuum wall ia 0.035-in. 

alw.millum. 

n,. '· Schematic view from the beam-exit end of the couater ayatem. 

n,. 7. Simplliiecl block diaaram of the baaic electromca. 

na. a. (a) Poaition of all poasi'ble peal••• on oaeWoeeope fUm. 

(b) Actual photo of five evellta. AU five are aeen to have pulaes s1• Sz• s3, 

and not 'e, thWI icientifyina five blciaent ~tals. In the flret t.b.ree events 

only coutera S 
4 

or s5• or both, aip&l, meanina that the antiproton did not 

interact. In the fourth event the antiproton annihilated, aeacilng pion• into 

counters S3, S4, SlO, and Sl5. In the last event only a ainaJ.e count l8 detected 

in Sl, which ia typical of an elastic scattering into that counter. 
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Fig. 9. Excitation function for 1684-Mev/c: antiproton• produced at 0 deg in 

carbon. The curves are taken from a statistical model. 

Fig. 10. Momentum diatribution for antiprotons produced by approx 6-.Sev proton• 

on carbon and beryllium. The experimental pointe are taken from Table n. 

The curve ia calculated by a statiatic:al model. 

Fig. 11. Angular diatribution of p-p elastic ac:attering at 534 Mev. 

Fil• 12. Angular distribution of p-p elastic: scattering at 700 and 816 Mev. 

Fig. ll. Anplar diatribution of 'P-P elaetic scattering near 1 Bev. The 

980-Mev pointe are from Armenteroe et al. (reference 24). 

Fig. 14. Shown are p-p cross section• aa a function of antiproton kinetic energy. 

The open symbols are total croaa aec:tions; closed symbol• are inelastic 

croas aectione (for T _ < Z88 Mev they are annihilation cross aectiona); 
p 

open symbols encircllns a dot are elastic cross section; open symbols 

crossed by a vertical Une at the bottom of the figure are charge-exc:bange 

erose section•. The varioWI typee of symbols refer to different experi

ments; the references are correlated with the symbols in the upper right 

corner of the figure • 

.Fig. 15. Energy dependence of p-el cross sections. Square symbol indicates 

a reault from. reference 8. 

Fig. 16. Comparison of pop ancl p-u croas sections in the eneriY range 

450 to 1068 Mev. 
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ZN - 2553 

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope photograph of beam-intensity pattern 
behind the hydrogen target. Each step in the histogram 
represents l em in the vertical plane. 
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Front view 

MU-20696 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the VSC-II and C counters. 
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> 

Particle velocity (/3)( 13 = v lc ) 

MU-20697 

Fig. 4. Efficiency and resolution of the velocity- selecting 
Cerenkov counter VSC-II for p momenta of 12.00 
and 1640 Mev/c (indicated by the arrows). 
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' S-8 

Fig. 5. Side view of target-counter system. For clarity, 
the figure is not shown to exact scale. Container :JY 
could be filled with liquid hydrogen or deuterium and is 
a stainless steel cylinder 12 in. long by 6 in. diam with 
0.008-in. walls, except for the 0.010-in. Mylar entrance 
wall. Sixteen scintillation counters, S-1 through S-16, 
surround container @ cylindrically. The lead between 
the target and scintillators is removaple. Heat shield ',g 
is 0.003-in. copper; a thin region :~\ of the vacuum 
wall is 0.035-in. aluminum. 
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S/6 

A a 

S8 

Fig. 6. Schematic view from the beam-exit end of the 
counter system. 
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To Trace 4 

MU-20699 

Fig. 7. Simplified block diagram of the basic electronics. 
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~---~---------------------
51 

s~ c 
(a) 

M 

S2 S4 S6 S8 SIO Sl2 Sl4 Sl6 

8 M 

s5 y A c a Tl T3 

(b) 

ZN-2555 

Fig. 8. (a) Position of all possible pulses on oscilloscope 
film. 

(b) Actual photo of five events. All five are seen 
to have pulses sl' s2' s3' and not c, thus identifying 

five incident protons. In the first three events only 
counters s4 or s5' or both, signal, meaning that 
the antiproton did not interact. In the fourth event 
the antiproton annihilated, sending pions into counters 
S3, S4, SlO, and Sl5. In the last event only a single 
count is detected in Sl, which is typical of an elastic 
·scattering into that counter. 
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• 

-n=5/2 -n= 7/2 

o~~~._~~~~--~~~--~~~--~ 
4.8 5.2 5.6 4.0 4.4 

Proton energy ( Bev) 

MU-20701 

Fig. 9 .. Excitation function for 1684-Mev/c antiprotons 
produced; at 0 deg in carbon. The curves are taken 
from a statistical model. 
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3-2 3.6 

Antiproton momentum ( Bev /c) 
MU-20702 

Fig. 10. Momentum distribution for antiprotons produced by 
approx 6-Bev protons on carbon and beryllium. The experi
:r:p.ental points are taken from Table II. The curve is 
calculated by a statistical model. 
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Fig. 11. Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering 
at 534 Mev. 
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Fig. 12. Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering 
at 700 and 816 Mev. 
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MU-25641 

Fig. 13. Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering 
near 1 Bev. The 980-Mev points are from 
Armenteros et al. (reference 24). 
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220 

! 
Symbol Reference 

0 {This experiment) 
ll 4 
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Ll -e- 8 
I> 9 v 24 

f tt ! r~ * 32 
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~y t~ Q ~ 

Wit i 

~ 
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~ ~ ~ ~i Ill 

' 
0 

Anti proton kinetic energy (lab) ( Bev) 

MU-20703 

/, 

Fig. 14. Shown are p-p cross sections as a function 
of antiproton kinetic energy. The open symbols 
are total cross sections; closed symbols are 
inelastic eros s sections (for Tp < 288 Mev they 
are annihilation cross sections); open symbols 
encircling a dot are elastic eros s section; open 
symbols eros sed by a vertical line at the bottom 
of the figure are charge-exchange cross sections. 
The various types of symbols refer to different 
experiments; the references are correlated with 
the symbols in the upper right corner of the figure. 
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Fig. 15. Energy dependence of p-d cross sections. 
Square symbol indicates a result from reference 8. 
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Fig. 16. Comparison of p-p and p-n eros s sections in 
the energy range 450 to 1068 Mev . 




